A common reason for getting braces is to correct one's __
Best to eat it when it is cut off the cob or from a can
The orthodontist uses an __ to examine your teeth and jaw structure
You should __ your teeth after every meal or snack
Braces rubbing against your cheek, lips or tongue could develop __
25% of patients who get braces are __ rather than teens
Brackets are available in many __ and shapes
Those with allergies to __ should consider a different metal
Braces can not only shift but also __ a wayward tooth
__ teeth can be removed even with braces on
Soft foods like Jell-o, pudding and soup don't require __
__, or hidden braces, are placed on the inside of the teeth
Don't eat this if you go to the movies; it gets stuck easily
The orthodontist will __ your braces regularly to keep things moving
These are glued onto your teeth and connected by wires
__ is harder, but necessary for taking care of your teeth
This is used to correct an overbite, but only in extreme cases
This comes after braces and can be removable or permanent
Brand name for a water jet that helps loosen food hard-to-reach areas
Pain-killers like __ can help when braces cause discomfort
Brackets on the upper teeth that match the teeth color are called __
To strengthen your teeth use a __ with fluoride
Some people spend extra for __-__ braces instead of silver color
__ is an alternative to braces for those who don't need major changes
If a wire is __, wax is a common solution to ease the discomfort
Foods with calcium help __ your teeth and bones
__ can be attached to brackets to correct overbite or speed treatment
You would see an __ instead of a dentist for braces
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